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You already have the most comprehensive and authoritative radiography text available -- now make

sure you're getting the most out of it! The Workbook for Merrill's Atlas of Radiographic Positioning

and Procedures, 12th Edition, provides plenty of practice and review of concepts presented in the

atlas, helping you learn faster and retain essential information. Authors Eugene Frank, Bruce Long,

Barbara Smith, and Jeannean Hall Rollins concentrate on the essential terminology, anatomy, and

positioning information needed to ensure that you'll be ready to take the ARRT exam and be

thoroughly prepared for the clinical environment. Retains the features that have made this workbook

so popular with Merrill's users: anatomy labeling exercises, short-answer and multiple-choice

questions, matching exercises, true-false, fill-in-the-blanks, identifying structures on radiographs,

identifying proper patient positioning, and self-tests.Provides a thorough review of osteology,

anatomy, physiology, and radiographic procedures -- all in close correlation with Merrill's Atlas for

optimum learning support.Offers a wide variety of exercises and other opportunities to interact with

the content.Ensures that you can recognize anatomical structures on actual radiographs with an

abundance of labeling exercises.Helps you understand which projections will best demonstrate

various pathologies.Contains a comprehensive self-test at the end of every chapter, so you can

accurately gauge your understanding of the material and measure your own progress. Features

exercises that support new digital positioning content in the Atlas.Prepares you for evaluating

radiographs in clinical situations with new exercises on identifying errors on radiographs.
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This is a rental book, which I was planning to purchase. My plan has changed since I discovered

that every chapter's exercise has hand written answers.This is a workbook, if I can read the

answers before able to think of the solution what kind of a workbook this really is???? I thought at

firs that I need to let  know about this, however my professor assigned so much work that I do not

have any time to deal with this unfortunate disappointment. I hope someone could read this and

help me to straighten it out either with the individual or company who sent this workbook to me?

Glad I order the Workbook for Merrill's Atlas of Radiographic Positioning and Procedures Workbook!

I saved a lot of money and it's the same as if I would have gotten it out of the College book store.

Very helpful but does take a long time to do each chapter. Also you have to make sure you have the

Merrill's set of three books to complete the workbook

I love my workbook. Yeah, it may seem childish at times, and other times it seems very repetitive,

but that's how you learn. My friend told me that its a great review when sitting for the boards, so

don't guess your answers. Use pencil I guess!

Arrived quickly and exactly as described.

Fast shipping! Though the workbook didn't have lots of radiographic image critique questions like I

thought... Book will be great for Radiography students that are beginners in the field.

It gives me practice for my up and coming exams. It is a great source and I have recommended it to

many of my classmates as an essential tool used to become a great technologist

This is the best work book with the Radiographic Positioning and Procedures set and I love it very

much. Anybody needing such a workbook should not hesitate to get this one
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